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The bromodomain and extra-terminal (BET) protein BRD4 is a “reader” of
epigenetic information and binds to acetylated chromatin. BRD4 acts as key
regulator of transcriptional elongation by activating positive transcription
elongation factor b (P-TEFb) at distinct genes. Pharmacological inhibition,
via so-called BET inhibitors, has proven to be a novel treatment option
tested in ongoing clinical trials for both hematological as well as solid
cancers [Jun et al., 2015]. While BET inhibition shows good efficacy in preclinical models of hematological indications, solid tumors show much more
heterogeneous responses to monotherapy. Consequently, biomarkers
predicting response to treatment with BET inhibitors are of high interest.
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a heterogeneous disease in which novel
treatment options are urgently needed. Our pre-clinical studies show that
the BET inhibitor BI 894999 is highly active in a fraction of cell lines tested.
In order to identify potential biomarkers predicting response to BET inhibitor
treatment, we performed transcriptomic and epigenomic analyses of
sensitive and resistant CRC cell lines.

Fig. 1: CRC cell line sensitivity panel & gene mutation plot. The order of
cell lines is based on BI 894999 GI50 values. Insufficient coverage in mutation
calls is shown as light blue boxes. GRP149, USP31, CDC7, and PARP14
mutations are associated with either resistance or sensitivity (not significant
after multiple testing correction).
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Fig. 5a: Baseline H3K27ac ChIP-seq coverage profiles across 6 CRC cell
lines based on SE overlapping peaks summits. Normalized read coverage
per cell line and kmeans clustering using 7 groups. Some clusters show cell
line specific H3K27ac enrichment (e.g. cluster_3, cluster_7), however even
with more sub-clusters very few regions emerge that show an association
between H3K27ac signal and response to BETi. The BRD4 signal for SW620
reflects the H3K27ac signal for the same cell line well.

Fig. 5d: H3K27ac ChIP-seq signals are predictive of CIMP status at the
CCAT1/CCAT2 locus. CIMP+ cell lines are shown in brown, CIMP- cell lines
are shown in orange. CIMP status does not predict BETi sensitivity (sensitive
& resistant marked bars).
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Fig. 3b: Gene expression changes upon BI 894999 treatment in 9 CRC
cell lines. A total of 194 genes with a significant change of > 4-fold in at least
one cell line are plotted in a heatmap. The color-code reflects the log2-fold
changes per cell line. The 10nM and the 35nM treatment groups behave
largely comparable. A sub-cluster (top) shows consistent gene induction
across all cell lines, this includes the PD biomarker gene HEXIM1. No cluster
of commonly down-regulated genes with a full overlap of the BETi baseline
sensitive/resistant status can be detected.
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Cell culture and proliferation assays

RNA isolation, library preparation, and sequencing was performed as in ref.
[Gerlach et al., 2018]. Data processing is based on an adapted ENCODE
RNA-seq pipeline (GRCh38) and gene annotations from Ensembl 86.
Differential gene expression (CLIFF, Wernitznig A) and plots were computed
in R with the Bioconductor packages limma/voom, pheatmap, and tidyverse.
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•

A subset of CRC cell lines is sensitive to BET inhibition

•

Baseline gene expression separates sensitive from resistant cell lines

•

CCAT1 expression is not a predictive biomarker [McCleland et al., 2016]

•

BI 894999 mediated BET inhibition in 9 CRC lines reveals (i) HEXIM1 as
a valid PD biomarker for CRC and (ii) treatment induced gene
expression changes that are mainly restricted to individual cell lines

•

Epigenomic profiling of CRC cell lines reveals few H3K27ac enriched loci
than can be associated with BET inhibitor sensitivity. FCGBP is present
in the serum and associated with metastasis in CRC [Qi et al., 2016].

•

H3K27ac at the CCAT1/CCAT2 locus is predictive for the CIMP status;
however this does not correlate with efficacy of BET inhibitor treatment

•

RNA- and chromatin-based biomarkers predicting response to BET
inhibitors in solid cancers remain elusive and warrant retrospective
analysis in clinical trials
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Transcriptome profiling (RNA-seq & Quant-seq)

Fig. 2a: RNA-seq baseline gene expression profiling reveals an 11-genesignature and separates sensitive from resistant cell lines. Subset of
differentially expressed genes (absolute fold-change ≥ 2 and p-value ≤ 0.05).
Expression values are z-score normalized for each gene.

Epigenetic profiling (ChIP-seq)
The chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) protocol and
analysis is based on ref. [Gerlach et al., 2018], updated for GRCh38.
deepTools was used for coverage heatmaps. The following antibodies were
used: 5 µg H3K27ac (Diagenode, #C15410196) and 10 µg BRD4 (Bethyl,
#A301-985A50).

CRC cell lines show a heterogeneous response to BI 894999 treatment.
Baseline RNA-seq reveals a putative expression signature predictive of
response. This includes the AP-1 transcription factor BATF which is
overexpressed in the majority of BETi resistant cell lines. Following
treatment with BI 894999, 9 CRC lines show mainly cell line specific gene
expression changes, especially for down-regulated genes. HEXIM1 shows
dose-dependent induction, and can thus can be confirmed as a PD
biomarker. Chromatin profiling (BRD4) reveals enrichment of TFs such as
Jun-AP1 and super-enhancer associated genes such as MYC, AXIN2, or
CCDN1. H3K27ac ChIP-seq profiling of sensitive and resistant cell lines
identifies a small set of peaks associated with sensitivity to BET inhibition.
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Fig. 2b: BATF shows
higher expression in
BETi
resistant
cell
lines. The enhancertemplate RNA CCAT1
does
not
predict
sensitivity in colorectal
cancer [McCleland et al.,
2016].
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Fig. 5b: Only a few regions show H3K27ac signals associated with BETi
response. Selection of regions that show specific enrichment in the BETi
sensitive cell lines (blue) vs. the resistant ones (red).
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Fig. 4a: Disproportional BRD4 Fig. 4b: TF motifs enriched within
binding to super-enhancer (SE) BRD4 SE peak summits in SW620
regions in SW620 & association (analysis based on HOMER).
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SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

METHODS
Tumor cell lines were obtained from ATTC or DMSZ and STR profiled.
Viability assays were performed on 96-well flat-bottom microtiter plates and
incubated with AlamarBlue® or PrestoBlue® Cell Viability reagent.
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Fig. 3a: BI 894999 induced gene expression changes confirm HEXIM1 as
pharmacodynamic (PD) biomarker. HEXIM1 shows dose-dependent
induction upon BI 894999 treatment in both resistant and sensitive cell lines.
MYC is down-regulated in 3/5 BETi sensitive cell lines, and in 2/4 resistant
cell lines. Numbers represent log2-fold-changes compared DMSO.
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Fig. 5c: H3K27ac ChIPseq tracks at the FOXQ1
locus overlap a region
with an acquired variant
enhancer locus (VELs)
present in > 10 CRC cell
lines but no in normal
colonic crypt epithelium
[Cohen et al., 2017].
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